Memory, Mimesis, and the Modern: the Literary
Heritage in Māmayh’s Poetry
Māmayh Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. ʿAbdallāh ar-Rūmī ad-Dimašqī (d. ca.
986 or 987/1578‒9) was one of the most significant Damascan poets of
the 10th/16th century.1 His verses were sung from Damascus to Yemen,
and his epigrammatic chronograms decorate many buildings founded by
Ottoman governors. Little is known about his scholarly education and poetic training. However, Māmayh’s poems and particularly their addressees indicate that he was a major figure in the intellectual life of Damascus,
participating in its vivid and contentious literary gatherings (maǧālis) and
keeping close ties to the administrative elites of Damascus and the chief
muftī in Istanbul Abū s-Suʿūd Efendī (Turkish: Ebüssuûd Efendi, d.
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982/1574).2 There are over twenty copies of Māmayh’s voluminous
dīwān Rawḍat al-muštāq wa-bahǧat al-ʿuššāq (Garden of the ardent
yearner and the joy of the lovers) in existence, which consists of over
1,300 poems. The dīwān demonstrates Māmayh’s excellent command of
most of the classical poetic genres and his enthusiasm for more modern
forms of poetry. Apart from eulogies to the prophet and the Ottoman sultans, as well as city panegyrics, Māmayh elaborates on topics like coffee,
love, drugs, and music. Though fluent in Ottoman, he almost exclusively ‒
except in his bilingual mulammaʿ -poems ‒ wrote in Arabic, as he felt at
home in Damascus.3
Based on the current results of the ongoing edition of Māmayh’s dīwān,
this study discusses a selection of poems in which the poet engages with
the literary past by using mimetic and emulative techniques (like taḍmīn,
iqtibās, and taḫmīs poems) but also those in which Māmayh exhibits more
modern stylistic modes, forms and topics (like ʿāṭil verses, coffee poems,
and vernacular poems).4 While the mimetic poems refer directly to the
admired or canonized models of the past perpetuating the tradition into
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Māmayh used different pen names (maḫlas). While he bragged about his Rūmī
descendance, he also boasted of his homeland Syria, declaiming, esp. in his
zaǧals: (a)nā […] qayyim aš-Šām (I am … the master/bard of Syria).
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‘Modern’ is not necessarily the counterpart of ‘classical’, it is Ȃwithin the system of pre-modern poetry – the continuation of it in the form of actualization
(see below). As will also be emphasized, the poetic forms presented in the section ‘modern’ are not new at all. ‘Modern’ initially serves as a surrogate for the
‘new’ to avoid the fetishism attached to it until an adequate basis (‘medium’ in
the following) which justifies its use is established. One could use the word
‘new’, as long as it does not designate the ‘new’ as an absolute term but as a
relative one. In some cases, the term is synonymous to ‘unconventional’, ‘playful’, ‘not worn-out’, in others to ‘contemporary’, ‘en vogue’, or ‘the literary
modern’.
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the poet’s present, the focus of the contemporary topics in the dīwān
is on how the poet’s present was connected to the poetic and aesthetic
practices of the past. By analyzing selected poems, this study offers
evidence of the impressive literary and intellectual background of an
initially Ottomanized and then ‘Syrianized’ (former soldier-) poet, as
well as showing his tremendous poetic creativity in melding together
the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ in his verse.
The general verdict of a decline in literature,5 and thus of Islamic culture
over several epochs, not only ignores the mass of literary testimonies but
has also led to a complete shift in responsibility (to provide evidence) to
the side of the literary creators. Except for some generalizing, albeit serious judgments such as “absence of creativity and loss of vigor”6, the paradigm of decline is “an unexamined opinion imposed on us without
proof”7. Subsequently, since only a comparatively small number of works
from this ‘period of decline’ have been studied, there is still a lot of basic
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research to be done in many respects.8 Literary criticism has mostly
avoided engagement with the literary past or even added to the paradigm
of decline and thus has aided the all too superficial fetish for ‘the new’ in
modernity. Therefore, to defy this imbalance, the use of the word is
avoided in the rest of what follows as much as possible, as the uninhibited
chasing of the ‘new’ is only a correlate for the concept of decline on the
positive axis.
Māmayh’s dīwān, besides classical poetry, is full of literary forms that
are unconventional – be they ‘minor’ or ‘inferior’ literary forms. They
need not be ‘new’ per se just to be considered of literary merit. Such an
understanding ignores pre-modern literary traditions, which unfold their
innovative and form-creating capacities not only through the momentum
of inventio, but far more from the various techniques of tractatio materiae, among them the techniques of memoria, imitatio and aemulatio.
Since in most cases we cannot determine the author or the exact time of
creation of every ‘new’ literary form, caution is required when labelling
something as such. New things usually arise unnoticed, as Shklovsky
(1893–1984) points out: “New phenomena accumulate without being perceived, later they are perceived in a revolutionary way.”9 In literature, this
also applies to discovering the new in retrospect, since the ‘new’ needs a
discourse or a medium in order to be grasped,10 but also a precise
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knowledge of what preceded it. However, such a discursive platform (or
a medium) does not emerge by itself. The literary history of the 16th century can only be properly grasped if its source texts are read closely and
if it is embedded in the larger context of the preceding and subsequent
centuries.11
Regarding Māmayh’s poetry as a particular case, it is therefore of interest
to find out how much a janissary who had moved to Damascus could learn
from the heritage of Arabic literature in order to be able to assert himself
as a poet in the face of this extremely powerful tradition. Furthermore,
looking at Māmayh’s prospective reception, this approach enhances a better understanding of his impact on subsequent generations and how his
poems have been handed down to those generations. The large number of
surviving manuscripts of Māmayh’s dīwān, their design variants, the various notes, etc., already indicate the form and frequency in which this
memory work on Māmayh was carried out.
This is not the place to analyse every aspect of the impact of the Arabic
literary legacy on Māmayh’s compositions and vice versa, so I will only

Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics of Transition, eds. David Thorburn
et al. (Cambridge [Mass.]: MIT Press, 2003), 39, 44 n. 20.
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touch on those poems that are directly relevant to the topic of this study
and will therefore use the themes of ‘memory’ and ‘mimesis’ (imitatio/
aemulatio) to deal with some aspects of Māmayh’s poetry that show tangible traces of the literary heritage and the artfulness with which the literary past was actualized into the poet’s present. Regarding the ‘modern’
I will discuss the poems that exhibit more novel styles, forms, and themes
and show how, in turn, they are connected to the conventions of the poetic
art of the past. In this context, ‘modern’ is not used to point to a designated
epoch, nor as a qualifying contrast, superior to conventional poetry.12 Instead, it non-judgementally conveys the range of ‘new arts’ (al-funūn almustaḥdaṯah)13 of pre-modern poetry that share also formal similarities
with what encompasses the poesis artificiosa,14 which had its heyday in
the baroque literature.
The range of poetic arts displayed in Māmayh’s Dīwān goes beyond what
even later poetological manuals have subsumed under al-funūn as-sabʿa
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(seven arts)15 and al-funūn al-mustaḥdaṯah (new arts). Applied to poetry,
the ‘new arts’ denote an ever-varied set of poetic forms, meters, and techniques, distinct from the more conventional qaṣīdah, its aġrād and diction
(fuṣḥā and (semi-)vernacular). Though their number changes, the so
called ‘seven arts’ (al-funūn as-sabʿa) – included in the ‘new arts’ – are
an earlier established term for the newer prosodic genres (traditionally
muwaššah, zaǧal, mawālīyā, dūbayt, kān wa-kān, and qūmā, additionally
also ḥammāq, bullayqah and silsilah) some of which are written in fuṣḥā
and others in the (semi-) vernacular.
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